■ INTRODUCTION
Polyamides, also known as nylons, are widely used as engineering plastic and textile fiber mainly due to their excellent properties. In particular, the mechanical properties are attractive for many applications and remain unaffected in a wide range of temperatures. Nylon is also easy to process, for example by extrusion molding, which is reflected in the large variety of geometries encountered in every day life.
The chemical structure of nylons consists of amide groups separated by a number of methylene units. Therefore, a variety of polyamides exist, consisting of either one single α,ω aminoacid monomer like nylon-6 (PA6) and nylon-12 or two monomers, a dicarboxylic acid and a diamine like nylon 4.6 or 6.6. The number of successive carbon atoms in the polymer backbone between the amide groups is given by the index and influences material properties such a stiffness, melting point or water absorption. 1 The latter feature is especially caused by the hydrophilic character of the amide functionality.
Nylons absorb amounts of water far larger than other synthetic polymers. This paper focuses on the transport properties and characteristics of nylon-6, where the amide groups are only separated by 6 carbon atoms. This material can accommodate water mass fractions up to 9%, as reported in the literature. 2−8 Nylon, a semicrystalline material, consists of a crystalline part where polymer chains are nicely stacked and a disordered or amorphous part. It is generally accepted that water penetrates polymers in general and nylon-6/6.6 in particular through the amorphous phase. 9−11 Water weakens hydrogen bonds between neighboring amide groups and lifts the steric hindrance of the polymer chains by mobilizing them. Consequently, the amorphous phase is plasticized, the glass transition temperature T g [K] is lowered and the mechanical properties are altered. Reimschuessel 12 and Yokouchi and coworkers 13 describe the correlation between mechanical properties, such as the modulus of elasticity E [Pa], and the glass transition temperature T g .
A first systematic study of the interaction between the amorphous phase and water resulted in an hypothesis regarding the exact sorption mechanism.
14 According to Puffr et al. sorption occurs in three "steps": the first involves tightly bound water, the second loosely bound water, which both interact with amide groups in the form of a single or double hydrogen bond. The third step is the clustering of water. It is generally accepted that water sorption occurs in a few number of steps as described above. 3,5,11,15−19 Only a few authors, like Le Huy and Rault 20 and L. S. Loo, 21 suggest that all water is bound to the amide group in the same way.
The key parameter for characterizing and understanding the water uptake in nylon-6 is the diffusion coefficient. Absolute values have been obtained in various studies, but are difficult to compare as they are dependent on morphological parameters such as crystallinity, 16 the experimental technique used to determine the diffusion coefficient, 8,22−24 and the temperature. 9 The reported diffusion coefficients range from 1 × 10 −14 m 2 s −1 to 5 × 10 −13 m 2 s −1 . 3, 7, 9, 24 In general, it is observed that the diffusion coefficient increases with concentration. 7, 24 A single study 3 reports a maximum in the diffusion coefficient at a relative humidity of 50%. All aforementioned numbers are obtained gravimetrically, which is a bulk method, and no spatial information about the diffusion process is obtained.
To obtain spatial information in a non destructive way NMR imaging can be used. By far the most extensive 1D imaging study was conducted by Blackband and his co-workers. 25 In this study, blocks of nylon-6.6 were immersed in water and detailed experimental results are generated for a temperature of 100 o C. This includes the uptake profiles as measured by NMR and the resulting diffusion coefficient. Gravimetric experiments revealed a mass uptake proportional to t 1/2 , especially at temperatures higher than 50 o C. Finally, from the resulting NMR signal profiles a concentration dependent diffusion coefficient was obtained using the Boltzmann transformation. 25 Fyfe et al. 26 performed another set of experiments investigating the water absorption into nylon-6.6 at a temperature of 100°C. In their study the fast low angle shot (FLASH) NMR technique was employed. The results obtained by gravimetric analysis and NMR imaging pointed to a Case-I process, i.e., Fickian diffusion. In all these NMR imaging studies no attention was paid to the exact amount of water during the uptake process. The signal intensities are directly interpreted as water quantities. 25, 27 Only D. Y. Artemov 28 pointed out the complexity of the NMR signal of water in nylon. The signal contribution of plasticized polymer, which appears simultaneously with ingressing water, should not be underestimated. In particular, below the glass transition of the dry nylon, the signal of the nylon itself will strongly increase with the water content due to plasticization.
In our study, the combined process of water uptake and plasticization of nylon-6 films is studied at room temperature with quantitative NMR imaging. By converting signal profiles into moisture content distributions on the basis of a gravimetric calibration procedure, a quantitative relationship between the diffusivity and the water content is obtained and the importance of plasticization is shown. To understand the signal component that is due to polymer plasticization, experiments using D 2 O are conducted. The morphology of the nylon films is characterized and the relation between the water content and the glass transition temperature is established. For a better understanding of the diffusion process the concentration dependency of the diffusion coefficient is calculated from the moisture content profiles.
■ MATERIAL
Preparation. Films of polyamide 6 are prepared from commercially available polyamide 6 (Akulon K123, M w = 25.000, DSM, The Netherlands). Films are made by compression molding of dried pellets at a temperature of 280°C for 10 min between two steel plates, separated by a spacer of 200 μm. The obtained films, having a thickness of 200 μm, were stored prior to experiments in a container containing silica gel as drying agent.
For the water uptake measurements in the NMR, films are cut into circular disks with a diameter of approximately 11 mm. These disks were attached to a 140 μm thick microscope cover glass using silicone glue (type: Dow Corning 3140). Subsequently, a glass cylinder is glued on top of the cover glass surrounding the nylon film. Before an experiment the films are stored in an oven at 100°C for 5 h in order to remove residual traces of moisture. Weight loss was not measured anymore after 5 h.
Material Properties. Sorption Isotherm. The sorption isotherm describes the relation between moisture content and relative humidity or water activity. In the present study the sorption isotherm was determined by gravimetry, Figure 1 29 After several days of storage in the climate chambers, the wet weight is obtained m w [g]. The moisture content θ is calculated as:
Note that the moisture content is defined as a mass-to-mass percentage.
In our case, the moisture content θ of a fully saturated film is 7.4%. In the literature moisture content values are reported in the range from 4% 17 up to 10%. 3, 7, 16 The moisture content increases disproportional above relative humidities of 65% with respect to the lower humidities. Despite the differences in raw material (e.g., molecular weight) and processing conditions (influences of crystallinity 30 ), the shape of the obtained sorption isotherm is similar to the ones in literature.
Crystallinity. The crystalline part forms a barrier to water transport and must be characterized to understand the water uptake behavior. Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) experiments using a Philips pw1830 diffractometer (Cu Kα) was employed to determine the structure of the crystalline phase. In all cases, two intense peaks were detected at angles 2θ equal to 20.2 and 23.9 deg. These reflections are Figure 1 . The sorption isotherm of a nylon-6 film. The figure shows the weight increase (θ,% by mass) with respect to the dry state as a function of the relative humidity (RH, %). The disproportional increase of the moisture content above 65% RH is due to the formation of water clusters.
attributed to the 200 and 002−202 planes in the α-phase, 6,9,31 thus being the main component in the crystalline phase.
To measure the degree of crystallinity of the samples, differential scanning calorimetry measurements (DSC) using a Mettler 822e were conducted under a nitrogen atmosphere. The heating rate was 10 K/ min in a range between 253 to 533 K. An analysis of the melting peak, using a value of 240 J/g 10, 31 for the melting enthalpy of a 100% crystalline sample, resulted in a crystallinity of 23% for the film samples.
Glass Transition Temperature. As the glass temperature drops due to ingressing water, more hydrogen nuclei on the polymer backbone are mobilized and appear in the NMR signal. For understanding the NMR signal quantitatively the T g gives vital information.
The glass transition temperature was determined using DMTA (Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis) on a Thermal Analysis DMA2980. The sample was placed in the tensile testing clamps and heated between 223 and 373 K with a heating rate of 5 K/min. The measurements are performed using an amplitude of 20 μm at a frequency of 1 Hz. The glass transition temperature was assigned to the maximum of the tan Δ. An alternate definition for the glass transition temperature like the maximum of the loss modulus only lowers the T g with 10 K.
The samples were conditioned in the same way as for the gravimetry measurements. Since the employed DMTA was not equipped with a RH control, an error will occur in the DMTA measurements at relative humidities that differ from the surrounding RH in the room. Moisture loss of these samples by evaporation during fixation and the first moments of cooling down of the DMTA could lead to an overestimation of the T g . The maximal effect of evaporation will only be present at two samples of the highest RH (93% and 97%), and was estimated by examining samples immersed in liquid water. These samples were fully wetted and thereafter exposed to environmental relative humidity. The mass of these samples is measured before and after this evaporation period. Assuming a time of 5 min for fixation and cooling, such an exposure to air at room temperature will lower the moisture content only by 0.7%.
■ NMR SETUP AND IMAGING
Originating from the field of medicine, NMR imaging has become more and more available throughout the last decades. This has led to the application of NMR imaging to the field of material research. 32 NMR imaging is based on the principle that nuclei in a magnetic field resonate at a frequency proportional to the magnetic field strength. 33 The frequency ω = γ (2π) −1 |B ⃗ | is called the Larmor frequency, where γ (2π) −1 is the gyromagnetic ratio which equals 42.58 MHz/T for 1 H nuclei.
Application of a spatial dependent magnetic field |B ⃗ | = |B ⃗ 0 | + G z z results in a unique frequency for each position, which allows to obtain spatial information from a sample. The strength of the gradient in the field determines the resolution. To obtain a resolution of several micrometers, needed for measuring thin films the so-called GARField approach is used. 34, 35 By special shaped magnetic pole tips, a gradient in the magnitude of the magnetic field, Figure 2 ). In the present study a setup having a field gradient G z = 42 T/m and a B 0 of 1.4 T is used. A reference sample of 0.02 M CuSO 4 is measured before each experiment to correct for inhomogeneity of the excitation profile.
Pulsed NMR will give a signal decay that can be described by the longitudinal relaxation time T 1 [s] and the transverse relaxation time T 2 [s] . The signal can be described with
where ρ [mol m −3 ] and ρ w are the hydrogen densities in the sample and liquid water, respectively. In this equation, t exp is the experimental time and t r [s] is the time between two subsequent experiments. For a multipulse experiment the experimental time t exp [s] is subdivided in a number of pulses n with a certain time spacing 2τ [s]. For imaging purposes, the NMR signal intensity or signal profiles are used and these are the signal intensities at a t exp of 2τ.
Materials contain different types of hydrogen nuclei. Both the environment and the mobility of the nucleus lead to a difference in transverse relaxation. Crystallites or entanglements will severely limit motions of nuclei and give a fast decay (short T 2 ) while parts in the amorphous phase or dangling chains have a higher mobility and will contribute to a higher value of T 2 . In the simpliest case a monoexponential decay can be used to fit the measured decay. The transversal decay is often analyzed using a multiexponential decay curve.
2,36−41 Neglecting the longitudinal relaxation and the noise in the experiments, such a multiexponential decay is described by eq 3. Each component is governed by an amplitude A i and a relaxation time T 2,i .
The transversal signal decay is very sensitive to the polymer structure and mobility and is therefore a measure for the effect of water on the nylon matrix. Often several exponential components are used to interpret the signal decay. Without interpreting the components of the multiexponential decay, a more practical approach to characterize the signal decay is based on an average relaxation time ⟨T 2 ⟩:
To obtain the hydrogen density profiles and relaxation times, the Ostroff-Waugh (OW) pulse sequence is used ( 42 In this sequence α is a nominal 90 o pulse. To cover the relaxation curve a train of 256 pulses is given. The effective pulse duration is 1 μs which excites a slice of 450 μm. The inter echo time 2τ is set to 100 μs with an acquisition time (t aq ) of 90 μs.
An inter echo time of 100 μs together with an acquisition time of 90 μs theoretically gives a resolution of 6 μm, Δz = (γGt aq ) −1 . However due to misalignment with the B 0 field the actual resolution can be less.
NMR measurements of the water uptake process are conducted with 1024 averages and a repetition time of t r = 0.5 s. As a consequence, measuring a single profile takes 17 min. Experiments with equilibrated films are conducted using a higher number of averages (8192).
In order to control the RH the NMR insert is equipped with a climate chamber. The temperature inside the chamber is set by Figure 2 . A schematic picture of the sample for a water uptake experiment. The nylon film is precisely placed in a glass tube (cylinder) and glued on a glass plate. This glass tube surrounds the sample and is used to contain the water for the experiments. The static field B 0 is oriented parallel with the nylon film. The high gradient G in this static field enables the high resolution.
pumping temperature controlled water through the walls of this chamber. The chamber RH is created by means of a flow controller that mixes dry air and water in the desired ratio and injects it into the chamber.
■ RESULTS
This section describes the experimental results concerning water uptake on a nylon-6 film. The NMR signal was calibrated, meaning that signal intensities are related to the amount of water in the film. The rate of the diffusion process was examined by calculation of the diffusion coefficient. By means of a relaxation study, heavy water and DMTA measurements the interaction between water and the polymer matrix is examined Water Uptake and Signal Calibration. Measuring the uptake process results in NMR signal profiles as shown in Figure 3 . Such signal profiles should be considered as a superposition of a plasticizing front and a water front. The signal on the vertical axis shows the number of mobile 1 H nuclei probed (T 2 ≥ 100 μs) with respect to water. The horizontal axis is the distance with respect to the water/ polymer interface.
The right-hand side of Figure 3 corresponds to the glass plate on the bottom of the sample as shown in Figure 2 . Whereas glass is not detected in the NMR the layer of silicon glue, the nylon film and the water above the nylon film can clearly be distinguished. Their signal intensities are explained by the relation between the T 1 and T 2 of the material and the experimental parameters t e and t r . The relatively long T 1 of the water (t r /T 1 < 1) surpresses the signal from the water.
The bold line in Figure 3 displays the situation before water is introduced and the nylon is still dry. Three different processes can be distinguished. Two of them occur chronologically: (1) a front develops and reaches the bottom (t < 6 h) and (2), water distributes homogeneously throughout the film (6< t < 10 h). From the beginning of the experiment a slower process (3) occurs which is most clearly observed as a signal rise near the glass polymer interface.
To quantify the diffusion of water the actual moisture content θ should be considered instead of the NMR signal. To convert the NMR signal into moisture content both the mass and the NMR signal of samples equilibrated at a certain RH have been measured. Figure 1 shows the sorption isotherm as obtained by gravimetry. The signal intensity of equilibrated samples is obtained by measuring a serie of samples conditioned at different relative humidities using the climate chamber in the NMR equipment. Figure 4 shows the moisture content as a function of the measured NMR signal intensity. The data is fitted with a double exponential growth function. This fit is shown as a dashed line in Figure 4 .
Obviously the relation between θ and the NMR signal is nonlinear. The curve shows that at low water content the signal intensity is very insensitive to water content changes. With increasing water content the signal becomes more sensitive to the water content. At high water content, a small amount of water leads to a large signal variation which is probably due to plasticization of the polymer matrix. Now the relationship between the NMR signal and the water content is known, the NMR profiles can be converted into moisture content profiles. Figure 5 shows the original NMR profiles (a) and the moisture content profiles (b) after application of the signal calibration. As long as the moisture content is below 2% the signal coming from the moist nylon is too low to be detected, since the signal-to-noise ratio of the chosen number of averages (1024) is not high enough.
The most distinct effect of the calibration is visible at the water/nylon boundary and in the late stage of the uptake process (as indicated by 3 in Figure 3 ). In the late stage, when the film is almost saturated, an homogeneous NMR signal rise in the profiles is detected. This slow signal increase is hardly visible in the water content profiles, meaning that only little (additional) water is ingressing into the film at this stage. The late stage rise in the NMR signal is a result of further plasticization of the polymer matrix. Polymer chains become more mobile and their hydrogen atoms start to contribute to the signal. Furthermore, the calibration introduces extra curvature in the profiles. In particular, at signal intensities lower than 0.08 the profiles are tilted upward. Figure 4 already shows that a supposed linear relation between signal and moisture content results in underestimation of the moisture content at low signal intensities. At low moisture content the water strongly interacts with a rather immobile amorphous phase, which results in fast relaxation of the signal 40 and thereby underestimation of the signal.
Although the calibration has been used to quantify the signal its applicability to dynamic water uptake processes still has to be proven. The calibration curve is obtained by measuring the signal from samples that have been equilibrated with a defined RH. The uptake proces however is a nonequilibrium situation. Our calibration will be only applicable if local equilibrium occurs throughout the nylon film during water ingress. This means that the state of the polymeric matrix is only determined by the local water content. To check the validity of the calibration, the average relaxation time and intensity of the first echo has been investigated for both the calibration samples and the uptake process. The average relaxation time ⟨T 2 ⟩ is very sensitive for the local polymer mobility and is therefore a measure for the effect of water on the nylon. Figure 6 shows the average decay time as a function of the signal intensity for both the calibration and the uptake process. The solid squares are the values obtained in the signal calibration experiment and the open circles refer to the signal at 125 μm, with respect to the water/nylon interface, during a water uptake experiment as shown in Figure 3 . There is a good match between the data points from the uptake experiment and the signal calibration measurement, showing a unique coupling between the signal intensity of the first echo and ⟨T 2 ⟩. This justifies the use of the calibration curve for nonequilibrium processes like water uptake in nylon-6.
Finally it can be concluded that NMR signal intensity profiles (as shown in Figure 3 ) and obtained by others 27, 43 do not give a correct representation of the water content in the film. When the amorphous phase becomes plasticized, the hydrogen nuclei on the polymer backbone start to contribute to the signal.
Furthermore, water exhibits a fast signal decay due to interaction with the polymer and cannot be detected by the NMR equipment. For these reasons the relation between signal and water content is not linear. This will especially be the case when experiments are performed below T g of the dry nylon.
Uptake Kinetics. The water uptake can be analyzed by the non linear diffusion equation, eq 5. In this equation is θ the mass fraction of moisture (i.e., moisture content), t[s] the time and D[m 2 /s] the effective diffusion coefficient.
To quantify the diffusion coefficient the Matano−Boltzmann method is used. 44 The essence of this method is that the spatial coordinate is transformed into a new coordinate λ = x/√t. For a detailed analysis we refer to Crank.
45 Figure 5 . Transfering NMR signal profiles (a) into moisture content profiles (b). The figure shows the two main effects of the signal calibration on the shape of the profiles. The slow, homogeneous signal increase is hardly visible in the moisture content profiles. Very little water enters the film at this stage, mainly plasticization occurs. The curvature of the moisture content profiles is also changed. At low signal intensities, the curves are lifted upward, meaning that the water content at low signal intensities is underestimated when the NMR signal profiles would be used for quantification. Figure 6 . Average relaxation time ⟨T 2 ⟩ as a function of the signal intensity for calibration ( ■ ) and uptake experiment (○). The average relaxation time is taken at a distance of 125 μm from the nylon/water interface. The similarity of both calibration experiment and a water uptake experiment proves that the static calibration can be used for obtaining water content profiles during uptake.
Since this Boltzmann transformation assumes an infinite geometry and constant boundary conditions, a limited number of profiles (1 < t < 6 h) is selected for the transformation. The outcome of the Boltzmann transformation is shown in Figure 7 .
The open squares in this figure are the data points and the black line is the Boltzmann transformation of a simulation, which will be discussed later on. All data points coincide on a single master curve, proving that the diffusion coefficient depends on the moisture content only and that the nonlinear diffusion equation (eq 5) can be used to describe water ingress in this system.
The moisture content dependent diffusion coefficient can be calculated according to
A spline is used to calculate the diffusion coefficient according to eq 6. For water contents lower than 2% this spline is extrapolated linearly. The concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient is shown in Figure 8 . The diffusion coefficient increases with concentration, which is in agreement with previous studies. 7, 16, 19, 24 Only one particular study reported a maximum for the diffusion coefficient at an RH of 50% at 23°C. 3 Moreover, the magnitude of the obtained diffusion coefficient is in agreement with values reported in the literature (1 × 10 −14 to 1 × 10 −13 m 2 s −1 at 25°C 8 ). In contrast with previous studies on nylon-6.6, a highly nonlinear relation between the moisture content and the diffusion coefficient is observed. 25, 27 At a moisture content above 5%, the diffusion coefficient rises exponentially, whereas previous studies report a linear relation between the concentration and the diffusion coefficient in the entire moisture content range.
Knowing the concentration dependency of the diffusion coefficient, the nonlinear diffusion equation (eq 5) is solved numerically. The black line in Figure 7 shows the Boltzmann transformation of the calculated moisture profile. Measurement and simulation are in good agreement, indicating that the correct relation for the diffusion coefficient has been obtained.
Furthermore, this shows that the effective diffusion coefficient is only a function of the moisture content D(θ), so implicit time dependency. For the transport process this implies the absence of memory effects and thus a local equilibrium in the system.
The diffusion coefficient as discussed above expresses the effective rate of transport in a transient situation, while the selfdiffusion coefficient gives information about the motion of water in absence of a concentration gradient and nett transport. Assuming that all volume changes are small the concentration is proportional to the moisture content as measured by the NMR.
Where M w,
] is the molecular weight of water and
] is the density of dry nylon. The relation between the effective diffusion coefficient and the self-diffusion coefficient can be found in textbooks. 45 θ ≡ θ ∂ ∂θ
In principle, the self-diffusion coefficient can be interpreted in terms of free-volume models, 46, 47 which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Using eq 8 and the sorption isotherm, the self-diffusion coefficient can be calculated. This is shown in Figure 8 , pointing out that for θ > 5% the value of the self-diffusion coefficient starts to deviate significantly from the effective diffusion coefficient.
This self-diffusion coefficient will be larger than the diffusion coefficient because of storage effects represented by the term (θ∂a)/(a∂θ) in eq 8. The effective diffusion coefficient that determines the speed of the water front in the nylon layer is limited by the presence of the storage term. In case that θ rises steeply around a certain value of a, the tangent (∂θ/∂a) is steeper than the line θ/a, which makes the complete term (θ∂a)/(a∂θ) smaller than one.
The inset in Figure 8 shows the storage term as a function of moisture content. The storage term almost decreases linearly up until a moisture content of 5%. At higher moisture content, the difference between the effective and the self-diffusion coefficient is the largest because the water storage capacity increases with moisture content. It is concluded that the effective diffusion coefficient for water uptake at room temperature shows a highly nonlinear concentration dependency.
Plasticization. The amorphous phase is the place for storage and transport of water. More insight into the effect of water on the amorphous phase (plasticization) is obtained by exposing the nylon film to D 2 O. The measurements are conducted using an excess of D 2 O because the hydrogen on the amide group (N−H) is likely to exchange. 48 The resulting signal will solely consist of hydrogen nuclei on the polymer backbone (−CH 2 −) in the amorphous phase of the film. Figure  9 shows the profile of a film equilibrated with D 2 O. Thereafter the heavy water is removed and normal water is put on top of the film. A profile of the equilibrium situation for H 2 O is also shown in Figure 9 .
This experiment shows that roughly half of the signal in a saturated film comes from water, whereas the other half originates from mobilized polymer. Quantitatively, it can be argued that for every observable monomer of nylon about 5.5 molecules H 2 O appear in the signal of a water uptake experiment. According to the theory of Puffr et al., 14 who stated that water in nylon is bound to specific sites (the amine groups) or exist as clusters. For bound water they found that three water molecules are bound to two neighboring amide groups. 4, 14, 15 Following the ideas of Puffr et al. and assuming that all detectable water is associated with all detectable nylon monomers, this would mean that 1.5 molecules of water are bound by the amide group of a mobile monomer and 4 molecules of water are organized in a cluster in the neighborhood of this monomer. The signal intensities of the water and the deuterium signal can be understood by calculating the expected signal based on the proton densities of nylon ρ N [m ]. The signal fraction due to water equals:
The ratio of ρ w and ρ N can be related to the moisture content θ:
Using the molecular weight of a nylon monomer M w,nylon6 [g/ mol] of 113 and a signal ratio ρ w /ρ N of 0.08 (see Figure 9 ), θ is estimated to be 7%. As this value is in close agreement with the value obtained by gravimetry (i.e., 7.5%), it is concluded that all water is observed in a saturated system. Similarly, the fraction of the amorphous phase visible in our NMR measurements is calculated. The expected signal from the total amorphous phase is equal to
wherein ρ a is the proton density of the amorphous phase. The density of the crystalline and amorphous phase are respectively 1.23 kgl −1 and 1.08 kgl −1 . Compensating for the degree of crystallinity it can be shown that ρ a equals 0.72ρ N . 31 Combining the eqs 10 and 11 and setting θ to 7.5%, the signal of the total amorphous phase should be 0.75. The signal intensity of the D 2 O saturated nylon-6 in Figure 9 is much lower: 0.07. This indicates that water only influences a small part of the amorphous phase: 10%.
The reason for this small fraction is the heterogeneous structure of the amorphous phase, as described by Litvinov and co-workers. 40 The amorphous phase is composed of a soft amorphous region and a rigid noncrystalline interfacial region. They stated that the rigid fraction is not affected by water and has a signal decay much shorter than 100 μs. This rigid fraction is not detected in our measurements. Murthy et al. 48 ,49 also distinguished two types of amorphous domains in highly crystalline nylon: a small fraction (1/3) inside the lamellae stacks and a larger fraction outside. Absorbed D 2 O was mainly found in the amorphous region outside the lamellae. For understanding the kinetics of water transport the existence of this heterogeneity is a crucial issue. Apparently the amorphous phase has preferential zones where water is absorbed or can be transported.
As plasticization in the equilibrated state has been examined and quantified the glass transition temperature during a dynamic uptake process is discussed now. Figure 10 shows the glass transition temperature and average relaxation time as a function of moisture content. The process of plasticization during water uptake can be visualized by looking at the glass transition temperature. For understanding the NMR signal, the T g as a function of moisture content is important. The T g is measured as a function of moisture content with DMTA at the same relative humidity values as the sorption isotherm enabling a direct conversion from RH to moisture content. The T g of the dry nylon is 75°C and drops to −3°C for an almost saturated film (θ = 7%). At low moisture content the T g decreases with increasing moisture content. Above a moisture content of about 2% it drops at a lower rate. A similar behavior was also measured by others who measured a fast decrease of T g up to a moisture content of 4% followed by a slower decrease going to 10% of moisture. 50 When the glass transition temperature drops below room temperature due to the uptake of moisture, the amorphous phase will be mobilized. The glass temperature drops to room temperature at θ > 3% as can be seen in Figure 10 . The connection between the glass transition temperature and the NMR signal can be made by analyzing ⟨T 2 ⟩, which is also plotted in Figure 10 . The ⟨T 2 ⟩ as a function of the water content is extracted from the calibration data set. The relaxation time starts to increase at moisture content of 2.5%. The first fraction of water (θ ≤ 2.5%) will be strongly bound to the polymer matrix 40 and therefore exhibits a fast signal decay. As NMR is more sensitive to local mobility changes the NMR relaxation time increases before the glass transition temperature reaches room temperature. The increase in relaxation time brings the signal decay in the detectable range ⟨T 2 ⟩ > 100 μs.
With the help of the DMTA data ( Figure 10 ) NMR signal profiles are converted into T g profiles. The results are depicted in Figure 11 , providing a unique view on material properties (e.g., stiffness) of the nylon as moisture penetrates the film. Such data can be used as input for numerical studies. The noise level of the NMR excludes the first 2% of moisture from detection during an uptake measurement as concluded earlier. This implies that data from T g above 30°C cannot be trusted, as indicated by the horizontal dashed line in Figure 11 . At 30 o the T g approaches the experimental temperature and the polymer will be mobilized significantly, bringing the ⟨T 2 ⟩ within the detection limits. Combined with the NMR data, the DMTA measurements provide a unique spatial distribution of the T g during water uptake.
■ CONCLUSION
The water uptake of 200 μm thick nylon-6 films at room temperature was explored using NMR. The uptake process was measured at room temperature both spatially and timeresolved, providing a unique view at the processes. The relation between the NMR signal and the moisture content was established by simultaneously measuring the mass and the NMR signal of films at various relative humidities. On the base of such calibration, the NMR signal profiles were converted into moisture content profiles. The calibration was validated by coupling signal intensities to average transverse relaxation times. A highly nonlinear relation between signal and moisture content was observed, which underlines the need for calibration. This will especially be the case when water ingress is studied at temperatures below the glass transition temperature of the dry nylon. The most important effect of the calibration is the distinction between water ingress and plasticization. The calibration showed that the signal increase in the late state of the process when the film is nearly saturated, is mainly due to polymer plasticization.
By applying a Matano−Boltzmann analysis a highly nonlinear relation between the water content and the diffusion coefficient was found. The diffusion coefficient exponentially increases as a function of the moisture content. This does not agree with previous studies that report a linear relation, which underlines the necessity of a proper calibration. Analysis shows that this diffusion coefficient is a combination of two parts; the selfdiffusion coefficient and a storage term, which is governed by the sorption isotherm. The self-diffusion coefficient increases more rapidly with the moisture content than the diffusion coefficient due to the local storage of water.
Heavy water experiments provide a profound insight in the plasticization of the amorphous phase. During uptake, the plasticized polymer gave rise to about half of the NMR signal intensity, whereas the other half originated from ingressing water. Water seems to affect only a small fraction (10%) of the amorphous phase due to the heterogeneity of the amorphous phase. As a consequence the water will diffuse along preferential pathways through the amorphous phase.
By combining the NMR signal and DMTA measurements, the spatial and temporal variations in the glass transition temperature during water uptake could be monitored. Such profiles give information about material properties like stiffness or swelling during water uptake.
NMR imaging gives spatially resolved information and enables nondestructive measurements. Our study stresses that a calibration of the NMR signal is a prerequisite for obtaining proper relationships for the diffusion coefficient and selfdiffusion coefficient. Further, T g profiles can be calculated, which enables a quantitative visualization of the plasticization process during water uptake.
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